Benny the cat
Benny the cat is a videoslot game with regular gameplay and an extended Wild symbol.
The slot contains 5 reels, 3 rows and 20 pay lines. All 20 pay lines will be played every
spin. There is no option to lower the number of pay lines. The coin value (bet) is the bet
per pay line. Multiply the bet by the number of pay lines (20) to calculate the total bet.
Prizes are won when at least 3 similar symbols show up in succession on a pay line (left
most to right). Each symbol has its own value. To check the symbol’s value just look at
your “payout overview” which you can find through the PAYTABLE button.
Gameplay
First determine the bet. Bets can be increased or decreased by using the < and > symbols
at ‘BET’. The bet as shown at BET is the bet per pay line.
The number of pay lines is also visible at Benny the cat but can not be changed. Therefore
the total bet is always the bet per pay line multiplied by 20. Once the bet is set the game
can be started by pressing SPIN.
Max Bet
The highest possible bet per pay line is € 5,00 and since there are 20 pay lines the total
bet would then be € 100,00 (maximum bet). A ‘max bet’ can be set manually by setting a
€ 5,00 bet per pay line or automatically through clicking on the “MAX BET” button (right
hand side of the bets). The max can be switched off at any moment by decreasing the bet
per pay line at ‘BET’.
Autoplay
When the Autoplay is active a new spin is started once the previous spin is finished.
Before the Autoplay starts there can be
determined when the Autoplay will be
stopped. There are a few options to
determine when the Autoplay stops.
The Autoplay can be set to stop after a
determined number of bets, amount of
bets, winnings or losses.
Press the Autoplay button to activate
the Autoplay. The Autoplay letters will
turn green once the Autoplay is active.
Turn of the Autoplay by pressing the
same button. The letters will turn white
again.
Regular game
Choose the bet per pay line. Press spin to start the game. When the reels stand still, the
coins won will show up. The number of coins won will be determined by the symbol and
how often that symbol has showed up. The coins won will be multiplied by the bet per pay
line. This is the amount won on the pay line. Because there are 20 pay lines, there can be
won on more then one pay line per spin.
Extended Wild symbol
The Wild symbol substitutes for all symbols except for scatter symbols. Benny the cat
offers an extended Wild symbol. When the Wild symbol appears as upper or middle

symbol on one of the reels, the wild will change into an extended Wild. In that case the
symbols underneath this Wild symbol will change into a Wild symbol as well.
The Wild symbol gives a free spin except when a a spin starts with a Wild symbol on the
bottom of the reels, in this case the spin isn’t for free. The Wild symbol moves one step
down every spin till its gone.
Free spins
When three or more scatter symbols appear on the reels 10 free spins will be given.

